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Abstract. We report a functional optical coherence tomography cross-sectional scanner to detect neural activity
using unmyelinated nerves dissected from squid. The nerves, unstained or stained with a voltage-sensitive dye,
were imaged in a nerve chamber. Transient phase changes from backscattered light were detected during action
potential propagation. The results show that the scanner can provide high spatiotemporal resolution cross-
sectional images of neural activity (15 μs∕A-line; 0.25 ms∕B-scan; ∼8.5 × 5.5 μm2 in xz). The advantage of
this method compared to monitoring a single depth profile z is a dramatic increase in the number of available
sites that can be measured in two spatial dimensions xz with lateral scanning; therefore, the study demonstrates
that two-dimensional monitoring of small-scale functional activity would also be feasible. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035001]
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1 Introduction
In recent decades, beginning with the pioneering work of Cohen
et al., there has been active investigation into the use of light to
probe neural function. Light scattering, birefringence, fluores-
cence, and structural changes can be optically detected during
action potential propagation.1 Transient displacements were
demonstrated from crustacean nerves,2–5 garfish olfactory
nerves,6 squid giant axons,7,8 and mammalian nerve terminals.9

However, intrinsic optical signals are often very small, which
has stimulated the development and the use of added molecular
probes to monitor nerve activity.10 Fast voltage-sensitive dyes,
that report changes in membrane potential as changes in
absorbance, birefringence, dichroism, fluorescence, fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer, second-harmonic generation
and two-photon fluorescence, have been used to greatly
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).11–14 In order to detect
the intrinsic or extrinsic signals of neural activity, optical setups
varying in measurement geometry, spectral characteristics of
light source and temporal and spatial resolutions have been
utilized. Optical methods can have high horizontal spatial res-
olution and can simultaneously record from many cells. Depth-
resolved measurement of neural activity has been primarily
achieved by microelectrode and multisite electrical recordings.15

Simultaneously monitoring neural activity with optical resolu-
tion at multiple sites at different depths is still a major task
requiring further investigation.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT)16 is a noncontact
depth-resolved imaging technique with high resolution and
sensitivity that has been widely used in the biomedical field.
Spectral-domain implementations of OCT can provide real-
time video-rate visualization of tissue microstructures in optical
cross sections. While the amplitude of the interferometric

signal is generally used for structural imaging, phase-sensitive
OCT measurements utilize small variations in the optical path
length that might be induced by physical or refractive index
changes. The Doppler and polarization-sensitive OCT systems
primarily target the blood flow and tissue birefringence, respec-
tively, to provide additional information. Previous OCT func-
tional studies demonstrated intrinsic changes in the intensity
and phase of the backscattered/reflected light from neural tissue
during activity in various preparations.

OCT intensity measurements have been used to detect visu-
ally evoked cortical functions in cat brain;17–19 electrically
evoked (forepaw stimulation) somatosensory changes in rat
brain;20,21 and light activated changes in frog,22 rabbit,23 rat,24

chicken,25 and human26 retinas. Also, the intensity signals
due to electrical stimulation of the abdominal ganglion of sea
slug27,28 and squid giant axon29 have been reported. The initial
OCT phase measurements have utilized dual-channel low-
coherence reflectometers to measure action-potential-related
optical path length changes (Δp response) from a single obser-
vation point. The Δp response was about 1 nm in amplitude and
1 ms in duration for nerve bundles dissected from crayfish claw,4

and about 5 nm in amplitude and 10 ms in duration for nerve
bundles dissected from lobster leg.5 Then, the spectral-domain
OCT, which simultaneously monitors a full depth profile, has
been utilized to measure 0.5–2.5 nm Δp responses from lobster
and crayfish nerve preparations,30 and to study the Δp response
in detail with the squid giant axon preparation.8 A common-path
phase-resolved OCT has also been used to detect 20–30 nm sig-
nals from the optic nerve of horseshoe crab.31 In addition to
these intrinsic signals, the simultaneous phase and intensity
measurements of spectral domain OCT have shown action
potential related signals from squid giant axon stained with a
voltage-sensitive dye.29
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In this paper, we present cross-sectional imaging of activity
associated with neural action potentials. Electrical pulses were
administered to initiate action potential propagations through
squid nerve with and without voltage-sensitive dye staining,
while a polarization-maintaining fiber (PMF)-based spectral-
domain OCT laterally and repeatedly scanned the beam over
the nerve. Transient changes in the phase signal were detected
at the time of action potential propagation through the measure-
ment site. The advantage of the scanner is to extend the previous
action potential related neural activity studies at a point or along
a depth profile z to two-dimensional xz functional imaging
studies at high spatial (∼8.5 × 5.5 μm2 in xz) and temporal
(A-line rate: 66.67 kHz; B-scan: 2 kHz, forward and backward)
resolutions.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 System Description

A PMF-based OCT system (Fig. 1) was used for cross-sectional
imaging of neural activity. The light source is a 25-mW broad-
band near-infrared superluminescent diode (SLD) with a full-
width half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 50 nm centered
at 840 nm (Broadlighter S840, Superlum, Ireland), yielding
an axial resolution of ∼5.5 μm in tissue. After passing through
a polarizer in the fiber bench, linearly polarized light is coupled
to one of the orthogonal channels of PMF and then split into
reference (70%) and sample (30%) arms by a 2 × 2 polariza-
tion-maintaining (PM) coupler (Canadian Instrumentation and
Research Ltd., Canada).

In the reference arm, collimated light passes through a quar-
ter-wave plate oriented at 22.5 deg with respect to the PMF
channel and an achromatic lens (f ¼ 30 mm), and returns from
a reflector, which is the front surface of a glass wedge. As in
conventional polarization-sensitive OCT,32 the returning light
becomes linearly polarized at 45 deg; and therefore, equally
couples back to the fast and slow axis of PMF. In the sample
arm, light from 690 nm SLD and 840 nm system are combined
by a dichroic mirror (T760 lpxr, cut-off wavelength: 760 nm,
Chroma Technology Corp., Bellows Falls, Vermont). This
configuration was already setup from another study and for
this experiment visible light was only used for positioning
the sample prior to data acquisition. A galvanometer-controlled
mirror (Model 6215H, Cambridge Technologies, Cambridge,
Massachusetts) directs the light onto the nerve, the axis of which

was aligned 45 deg to the light polarization. Polarization effects
of imperfect optical components in the sample arm are mini-
mized by using wave plates before and after the dichroic mirror
yielding about 22 dB isolation between the main and cross-
polarized channels. The phase measurements from the squid
nerve, which has low birefringence, do not require polarization
sensitivity, as the phase information is obtained from the main
channel. A 19-mm focal-length lens focuses the beam on the
sample which resulted in ∼8.5 μm lateral resolution.

Light returning from the reference and sample arms mixes in
the PM coupler. The interference occurs when the optical path
difference between these arms is within the imaging depth. The
PM fiber directs the interferometric signal in its slow and fast
channels to a high-speed custom-built spectrometer. In the spec-
trometer, light collimated by an achromatic lens (f ¼ 75 mm) is
dispersed to its spectral components by a 1200 lines∕mm trans-
mission grating (Wasatch Photonics, Logan, Utah). AWollaston
prism (Karl Lambrecht Corp., Chicago, Illinois) with a 6-deg
splitting angle separates the two channels, which are then
focused by an achromatic lens (f ¼ 200 mm) onto a CMOS
line-scan camera (Sprint, spl4096-140 km Basler, Ahrensburg,
Germany). Since the spectra of the main and cross channels are
positioned side-by-side, a single acquisition of the camera is suf-
ficient to capture the interference-related spectral oscillations on
both channels (1024 pixels per channel with 2 × 2 binning). The
spectrometer was calibrated with a commercial spectrometer
(HR2000þ, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida) by using a diffrac-
tion grating coupling selected wavelengths of the light source to
these spectrometers and fitting the readings to a curve.33

The spectra carrying interference-related oscillations on both
PMF channels were simultaneously acquired at the rate of
66.67 kHz (15 μs∕A-Line). The galvanometer-controlled mirror
was scanning a triangular wave with a 0.5 ms period continu-
ously during the acquisition for 16 ms. The optical power on
the sample was 1 mW (power per unit area: ∼4.4 μW∕μm2).
An isolated pulse stimulator (Model 2100, A-M Systems,
Sequim, Washington) was used to deliver electrical current
pulses of varying amplitudes to the squid nerve for a duration
of 50 μs. Electrical signals from the nerve were amplified
and simultaneously recorded by an AC differential amplifier
(Model 1800, A-M Systems, Sequim, Washington) and a data
acquisition card (PCI 6110, National Instruments, Austin,
Texas), respectively. The action potential traces were displayed
on the oscilloscope to monitor the nerve functionality over time.

Fig. 1 Optical setup. SLD–superluminscent diode, PC–polarization controller, C–collimator, P–polarizer,
FB–fiber bench, PM–polarization maintaining, QWP–quarter-wave plate, WP1, WP2–wave plates for
maintaining linear polarization, DM–dichroic mirror, L–lens, R–partial reflector, G–transmission grating,
WP–Wollaston prism, LSC–line scan camera.
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2.2 Animal Preparation

Live squids (Loligo pealeii) were obtained and dissected at the
Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts. The
giant axon together with surrounding small fibers was extracted
under a microscope. The solution was seawater. The staining
was with an oxonol voltage-sensitive dye NK3630 (RH482,
from Nippon Kankoh-Shikiso Kenkyusho Co., Ltd., Japan)
0.25 mg∕mL with 1% DMSO for 20 min in a dark environment.
The nerve, stained or unstained, was placed in the nerve cham-
ber and covered by a glass window in order to provide a refer-
ence surface for phase measurements.

2.3 Electrical Stimulation and Functional Imaging

Detailed nerve chamber design and electrode recording settings
can be found in Ref. 8. The linear light polarization impinged
45 deg (or 135 deg) to the long axis of the nerve, which resulted
in maximum cross-polarized light intensity.34 The nerves were
cooled for recording to prolong the viability of the nerve and
increase action potential duration. The amplitude of the stimulus
current pulses was 4 mA. The imaging system simultaneously
provided both structural and functional information due to the
high sampling rate of the line-scan camera and the small scan
area which was repeatedly scanned rapidly (0.5 ms period).

To choose a location for probing the functional activity, we
monitored the larger cross-sectional scanning range of the squid
nerve in the nerve chamber [Fig. 2(a)] The arrow indicates the
axis of symmetry of the cross-sectional images as we apply one
cycle of the triangular wave to the galvanometer. The black
dashed lines of Fig. 2(a) show the approximate location of the
smaller range functional scanning. A 20-μm outer sheath was
observed between the giant axon and the small nerve fibers
of the stained squid nerve. The dark sloping line near the top is
the glass–solution interface. The chamber was tilted to avoid
saturation of specular reflection from glass surface. Once the
area was selected, the smaller scanning range of the functional
site [Fig. 2(b)] was recorded.

2.4 Data Processing and Analysis

The spectra acquired by the line-scan camera for the orthogonal
polarization channels were resampled to k-space and dispersion
imbalance between the reference and sample arms was compen-
sated in software. An inverse Fourier transform was then applied

to the k-space spectra to obtain the complex-valued depth pro-
files, which are in the form of AmðzÞ exp½iφmðzÞ�, where A is the
amplitude and φ is the phase at a particular depth z, and the
subscript m refers to the channel number (1 or 2). The reflec-
tivity information R is proportional to the square of the ampli-
tudes, as follows:

RðzÞ ∝ A1
2ðzÞ þ A2

2ðzÞ: (1)

OCT images [Figs. 2 and 3] show the microstructure with the
reflectivity contrast, typically in logarithmic scale. The images
are formed by stacking several depth profiles acquired during
lateral scanning of light over the sample. The phase of the com-
plex depth profile allows quantification of optical path length
variations at particular depths (Δp response). The phase values
are affected by environmental perturbations changing the path
difference between the reference and sample arms. Therefore,
we removed the common-mode phase noise by subtracting the
phase of a reference surface (glass–solution interface above the
nerve) from the phase of the nerve locations. To calculateΔpðzÞ,
we used the phase of the main channel, φ1, as

ΔpðzÞ ¼ λo
4π

½φ1ðzÞ − φ1ðzrÞ�; (2)

where λo is the center wavelength, and φ1ðzÞ and φ1ðzrÞ denote
the phases of the observation points and the reference glass
surface, respectively.

A functional back-and-forth scan consisted of 32 consecutive
optical cross sections (32 triangular waves) during the record-
ing. The scan range was adjusted by the amplitude of the tri-
angular wave applied to the galvanometer controller. Optical
contrasts of the cross section were acquired before, during,
and after the action potential propagation. The signals for 10
and 90 responses were averaged to improve the SNR for analy-
sis. A mask was created from the reflectivity image with a 25-dB
threshold and applied to the phase image to exclude the low-
SNR regions since low-reflection regions will result in unreli-
able phase values. To better illustrate the structural changes
inside the squid nerve, the mean-subtracted absolute values of
the Δp responses were taken due to the fact that the Δp
responses can exhibit positive or negative deflections.

Fig. 2 OCT image (reflectivity contrast) of a squid nerve containing the small fibers and the giant axon (*)
within a larger scanning range, (a) scale bars: 100 μm. (b) The arrow indicates the axis of symmetry of
the cross-sectional image and the black-dashed lines indicate the approximate location of small scan,
scale bars: horizontal, 10 μm; vertical, 100 μm.
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3 Results

3.1 Structural and Functional Imaging

The PMF-based OCT simultaneously provides the main channel
backscattered light intensity, cross-polarized channel light inten-
sity, the structural image [R, Eq. (1)], and the phase signals [Δp,
Eq. (2)] which may vary due to neural activity. Figures 3(a) and
3(b) depict the larger scope of reflectivity and the smaller scope
of reflectivity with a dynamic range of 45 dB. The darkness of
the structural image indicates the reflectivity from the squid
nerve. This is a different location and a narrower region than
Fig. 2. It is a region with only small nerve fibers of the stained
nerve, whereas Fig. 2 shows the stained squid giant axon and
small nerve fibers. The pixelated image in Fig. 3(b) contains
fewer number of depth profiles (34 A-lines) due to the fast
scanning speed, which is required for functional investigation.
The reflectivity contrast shows the tissue light scattering prop-
erties of the squid small fibers within the smaller region of
interest. Within the same measurement, the single-pixel reflec-
tivity and phase, and their time-varying characteristics can be
obtained.

3.2 Δp Response

Figure 4 demonstrates the jΔpj response in cross-sectional sli-
ces before (∼3 ms), during (∼8 ms), and after (∼12 ms) the
arrival of action potential to the measurement site. The electrical
action potential recording is provided as well. A total of 90 trials
(N ¼ 90) from a stained squid nerve were averaged to increase
the SNR, although averaging 10 trials (N ¼ 10) was shown to
be sufficient to visualize the activity (Fig. 5). The image size in
Fig. 4 is about 90 μm × 305 μm. Considering two mirrored
images, the actual scan range was 45 μm in the lateral direction.
Since the galvanometer-controlled mirror was scanning a tri-
angular wave signal for each cross section, the images show the
mirror image at the turning point. The black arrow indicates the
turning point found by postimage correlation. The cross-correlation

of the ramp-up and ramp-down images within the acquisition
time indicates that the lateral scanning was not drifting or shift-
ing during the recording time. The conduction velocity of squid
small fiber bundles is slower than the squid giant axon. The elec-
trical current stimulation pulse was applied at ∼4 ms after the
start of the recording, resulting in a stimulus artifact due to the
residual current propagating from the stimulus electrodes to
the recording electrodes. Unlike electrical recordings, optical
recordings were free of stimulus artifacts. When the action
potential reached the optical recording window at ∼8 ms, the
jΔpj response from multiple sites correspondingly occurred.
The recovery after the action potential is shown at ∼12 ms.
The jΔpj response has not completely returned to baseline at
∼12 ms, which is consistent with previous recordings with
squid giant axons.8 We interpret the Δp signal shown in
Fig. 4(b) as indicating regions of the fiber bundle that was active.
Video 1 shows the jΔpj response for 16 ms.

Figure 5 illustrates the action potential trace and the details
of Δp response from the same scan. The red dashed line in
Fig. 5(a) indicates the timing of the cross-sectional images.
Figures 5(b) and 5(c) represent the jΔpj response at ∼8 ms

by averaging 90 trials (N ¼ 90) and 10 trials (N ¼ 10), respec-
tively. The image dimensions are about 90 μm × 771 μm. With
the 10-trial average, the responses can be detected from the
stained squid nerve. The cross sections for other time points
are provided in Video 1. Since the absolute values of Δp signals
were used, the functional cross-sectional images do not carry the
sign information of the Δp responses. Figures 5(d) and 5(e)
show the time course of theΔp response for selected pixels with
N ¼ 90 and N ¼ 10, respectively. The actual locations of the
pixels are given by pixel numbers in the coordinate system
defined as (lateral index, depth index). The pixels are located
at the center of the blue circles shown in Fig. 5(b). The images
and the Δp traces are presented without spatial averaging. The
action potential traces are given in blue for the time registration
with the optical signals. Pixel (20,123) has the high standard
deviation of the Δp signal during the 16 ms acquisition time.

Fig. 3 (a) Larger scope (scale bars: 100 μm) and (b) smaller scope (scale bars: horizontal, 10 μm; ver-
tical, 100 μm) of reflectivity showing the small fibers of a stained squid nerve. The smaller scope was
repeatedly scanned for functional recording. The arrow indicates the turning point and the black-dashed
lines show the approximate location of the smaller range functional scanning in (b).
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Pixels like these are masked out (dark pixels) in Figs. 5(b) and
5(c) due to the low reflectivity. Averaging multiple trials reduces
the noise as shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e). The noise on the Δp
measurement was analyzed for the prestimulus interval at multi-
ple locations within five cross sections. Averaging 90 trials
resulted in an ∼2.64-fold improvement over averaging 10 trials,
which agreed with the theoretical 3-fold improvement. Each
pixel has a separate SNR value depending on the strength of
the jΔpj response and the noise at that location. For pixels
exhibiting jΔpj responses of 10 nm or more (range: 10–30 nm),
the SNR was calculated by the ratio of the magnitude of the
response (signal) and the standard deviation in the prestimulus
interval (noise), which resulted in an average SNR of 6.7 for
those pixels in Fig. 5 with averaging 10 trials.

Using another location of the same stained nerve, the jΔpj
images at two different times and theΔp traces during the record-
ing time for four pixels are demonstrated in Fig. 6. The results are
averaged over 90 trials. Figure 6(a) shows the action potential
trace with the red dashed lines at ∼7 and ∼8.5 ms indicating the
approximate timing of the jΔpj response presented in Figs. 6(b)
and 6(c), respectively. The jΔpj images show different patterns as
the activity arrives at the measurement sites within the cross sec-
tion at different times. This is evident with the time traces of
selected pixels in Fig. 6(d). Each Δp trace is obtained from a
single pixel without spatial averaging. The pixels indicated by
lateral index and depth index are located at the center of the
blue circles marked in Fig. 6(b). Video 2 shows the response
at other time points. Monophasic and biphasic signals were
observed with increase and decrease phases in Δp response.
Also, the maximum Δp responses occurred at different timing,
e.g., ∼7–9 ms. Interestingly, pixel (9,62) mainly shows the
upward phase response, whereas pixels (17,64) and (21,121)
show predominately downward phase responses. Typically,
across all the recording sites, we observed that the Δp responses
gradually change from upward to downward direction from the
top to the deeper nerve areas. Also, pixels (11,64) and (17,64)
have the same depth pixel index but different lateral pixel index
corresponding to a separation of ∼16 μm. The Δp responses of

these pixels suggest different structural changes during the
neural activity are happening within a very small range.

Without staining, we also observed the Δp responses from
squid nerves. Figure 7 shows theΔp responses from an unstained
nerve. The jΔpj image in Fig. 7(b) represents the response at
∼10.5 ms. Video 3 shows the responses at other time points.
The blue circles on the image are the actual locations plotted
in Fig. 7(c). In this set of recordings, the scanning range (90 μm)
was doubled compared to the stained case. This might result in a
higher noise level due to wider range of scanning at the same
scanning rate.

We chose five cross sections exhibiting Δp signals from a
stained nerve and an unstained nerve to quantify and compare
the transient response. Low SNR regions (<25 dB) were excluded
from the analysis. During the action potential propagation, the
mean and standard deviation of the single-pixel maximum jΔpj
values for a stained and an unstained nerve were 5.54� 3.39 nm
(N ¼ 6834 pixels) and 4.01� 2.65 nm (N ¼ 7638 pixels),
respectively. On average, the jΔpj responses were larger from
the stained nerve and their distribution was broader and more
skewed toward larger values. Two of the cross sections, one pre-
sented here, for the stained nerve demonstrated larger Δp signals,
but the other three cross sections were similar to the unstained
values. Therefore, a potential effect of the dye on the Δp signals
requires further investigation and the number of squids used in
similar study should be increased.

3.3 Assessments on Intensity and Phase
Measurements

The PMF-based OCT system offers phase and intensity-based
contrasts. For instance, the backscattering intensity on the
main and cross-polarized channels forms reflectivity [R from
Eq. (1)]. These channels can also be used to analyze retard-
ance/birefringence. In this study, we could not reliably obtain
a detectable functional change on the intensity-based contrasts
during neural activity. We analyzed the intensity signal on the
main channel, A1ðzÞ, by randomly selecting 10 A-lines from a
nerve cross section. The low SNR regions (reflectivity < 30 dB)

Fig. 4 jΔpj response of a stained squid nerve at about (a) 3, (b) 8 and (c) 12 ms, and the corresponding
action potential recording (scale bars: 0.2 mV). Stimulus is presented at about 4 ms. The arrows indicate
the turning point of the galvanometer. Size of the region: 45 μm (from 0 to arrow) ×305 μm. Ninety trials
were averaged. Scale bars: horizontal, 10 μm; vertical, 50 μm.
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were excluded. The amplitude fluctuation due to perturbations
such as vibrations and noise was calculated by the standard
deviation divided by the mean of the peak values of the coherence
functions. For a single trial, the amplitude fluctuation was 16.9%
for the unstained nerves and 15.6% for the stained nerves.
The numbers for M-mode imaging, 8.9% and 8.0%, showed bet-
ter stability of the intensity measurements. Averaging 90 trials
reduced the amplitude fluctuations due to perturbations for both
unstained and stained nerves (2.5% and 3.1% for lateral scanning,
and 1.8% and 2.2% for M-mode imaging, respectively).

Vibrations that change the optical path length difference
between the reference and sample arms shift an entire depth pro-
file up and down by a small amount with time. As a result,
between the images there appears to have been bulk motion
along the axis of the light beam due to mechanical noise. A sta-
tionary surface (glass–solution interface), with its phase multi-
plied by λ∕ð4πÞ, can be used to quantify the axial bulk motion.

For a single trial, the standard deviation of this noise within
16 ms measurement time can exceed 10 nm (more with longer
recordings). The Δp response did not suffer from this noise
because of the differential operation. However, the intensity sig-
nal of a particular pixel could require software stabilization of
the depth profile. After obtaining the axial bulk motion, we
eliminated it from the images by reprocessing the spectral (k-
space) data using the translation property of Fourier transform.
However, fluctuations of the intensity signal due to other noise
sources were much larger and action potential propagation sig-
nals could not be identified. In addition, the action potential-
induced phase signals indicate local transient structural changes
in the nerve, which can also influence the intensity signal.
For instance, a 20 nm shift of a 5.5 μm wide Gaussian-shaped
coherence function could induce a 0.004% fractional amplitude
change at the peak, and ∼1% change at the FWHM. These
numbers are much smaller than the aforementioned amplitude

Fig. 5 Details of the Δp response. The data were also presented in Fig. 4. (a) Action potential, (b) jΔpj
response at ∼8 ms is given by averaging 90 trials (N ¼ 90) and (c) 10 trials (N ¼ 10). In (b) and (c), arrow
indicates the turning point of the galvanometer, and pixel numbers are given on the x -axis and y -axis.
Scale bars: horizontal, 10 μm; vertical, 100 μm. Signal traces in time (d, e) are given for selected pixels
(lateral index, depth index), which are marked by the blue circles in (b), with averaging 90 and 10 trials.
Action potential traces in blue are for guidance. The cross sections for other time points are provided in
Video 1 (Video 1, MOV, 3 MB) [DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035001.1].
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fluctuation (noise); nevertheless, the effect of the Δp response
can be decoupled from the intensity change when such a signal
is detected.

To assess the sensitivity of the Δp measurement, we imaged
a coverslip sample by both M-mode and cross-sectional scan-
ning with the same experimental settings, and Δp was calcu-
lated from the phases of the top and bottom surfaces from
the coverslip. The phase sensitivity is calculated as the standard
deviation of this Δp. Analyzing the Δp signals for each A-line
over 16 ms recording time resulted in an average standard
deviation of 425 pm within a cross section. The optical path
length variation for both top and bottom surfaces of the coverslip
(bulk motion) was much larger than the differential signal (Δp)
resulting in a common-mode rejection ratio of about 13 dB.
The standard deviation for M-mode imaging was 341 pm. An

unpaired student’s t test showed that the standard deviations for
M-mode and scanning configurations were not statistically sig-
nificant (p ¼ 0.21). Due to surface nonuniformity in biological
tissues, the sensitivity values for a nerve sample could degrade
compared to a simpler structure. A potential advantage of scan-
ning might be the reduction of light exposure onto the same
nerve location, which might avoid photobleaching in some stud-
ies. Scanning also supports application of image processing
techniques such as clustering and spatial averaging.

4 Discussion
We have demonstrated cross-sectional imaging of interferomet-
ric phase changes (Δp response) during action potential
propagation using the spectral-domain OCT. The squid nerve
contained small fibers and appeared to display larger Δp

Fig. 6 (a) Action potential recording, (b) jΔpj images at ∼7 ms, (c) ∼8.5 ms and (d) Δp traces of selected
pixels recorded from a stained squid nerve. Ninety responses were averaged. Arrow indicates the turning
point of the galvanometer. Scale bars in (b) and (c): horizontal, 10 μm; vertical, 100 μm. The blue circles
in (b) are the actual locations plotted in (d). Pixel coordinates are given as (lateral index, depth index). The
blue trace is the action potential recording for registering time. The jΔpj response at other time points is in
Video 2 (Video 2, MOV, 2 MB) [DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035001.2].
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responses compared to the squid giant axon.8 However, the
4.01� 2.65 nm response of the unstained nerve (this study)
should not be directly compared to the 1.65� 2.01 nm response
of the giant axon in a cold environment.8 The smallest detectable
response was better for the giant axon study due to increased
number of averaging and M-mode imaging that allowed tempo-
ral filtering. Transient structural changes during nerve activity
are typically small (on the order of nanometers), and tradition-
ally require averaging. Although the sensitivity of phase-sensi-
tive imaging systems is less than 1 nm, several factors such as
SNR decrease, perturbations, and heterogeneities in nerves
affect the measurement. In the case of M-mode imaging, neural
activity is probed by fixing the sample beam on a region of inter-
est. Functional nerve measurement from an entire depth profile
(A-line) is available when the M-mode approach is used with
spectral-domain OCT.30 Without averaging, it was able to
clearly measure a ∼21 nm Δp response from a squid giant axon
that was in a cold hypertonic solution.8 In the current study, we
showed imaging of a similar magnitude Δp response in an opti-
cal cross section with an average of 10 trials. The advantage of
this method is a dramatic increase in the number of available
sites that can indicate action potential-related activity in cross
sections.

Future OCT studies may target the intensity and polarization
signals of neural activity by implementing several improve-
ments. These include increasing the stability, decoupling phase
and intensity signals, designing a system at another wavelength
that voltage-sensitive dye responds favorably, and testing with
different dyes. The stability issue could be addressed by mini-
mizing the vibrations of the nerve chamber/holder, optimizing
repeatability of the scanner, or avoiding the use of a physical
scanner. The latter would only allow for M-mode imaging or
require a bulk optics system with a high-speed area-scan camera
that records spectra from a line focused beam.

Contrast enhancements of voltage-sensitive dyes are recog-
nized to be wavelength-dependent and nerve-type dependent.
The action spectrum of NK3630 (RH482) absorption dye, as

reported for a hippocampal slice preparation,35 suggests that
the maximum fractional change of transmitted light intensity
is at around 700 nm (∼0.12%). Although the OCT measurement
of backscattered light from particular depths can yield larger
fraction with dye staining,29 the measurements are still expected
to vary with design wavelength, species, and staining procedure.
The development of low-noise OCT light sources at visible
wavelengths could facilitate light intensity and polarization-
based detection of neural activity. Moreover, the opposite sign
changes in the dye action spectra might suggest a dual-wave-
length detection scheme for differential measurements.

5 Conclusions
We demonstrated cross-sectional imaging of transient structural
changes due to action potential propagation. PMF-based
PS-OCT was utilized to image squid nerves with and without
voltage-sensitive dye staining. Phase-sensitive measurement
of optical path length change (Δp response) enabled cross-
sectional imaging of action potential evoked optical changes,
achieving an SNR of 6.7 (for signals in the range of 10–30 nm)
with averaging 10 trials, with high spatial (5.5 μm axial, 8.5 μm
lateral) and temporal (66.67 kHz A-line, 2 kHz B-scan rates)
resolutions. Backscattered light intensity and polarization sig-
nals and potential enhancements were discussed. The imaging
method increases the number of recording sites to yield neural
activity in optical cross sections at high resolution, which may
support neurophysiological studies in the future.
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Fig. 7 (a) Action potential recording, (b) jΔpj image at ∼10.5 ms and (c)Δp traces of selected pixels from
an unstained nerve with an averaging of 90 trials. Arrow in (b) indicates the turning point of the galva-
nometer mirror, scale bars: horizontal, 10 μm; vertical, 100 μm. Pixel coordinates in (c) are in the form of
(lateral index, depth index), and the locations aremarked by blue circles in (b). The blue trace is the action
potential recording for the registering time. The jΔpj responses at other time points are in Video 3
(Video 3, MOV, 3 MB) [DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035001.3].
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